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AT a Transatlantic lantern meeting a series of
views were projected of a toboggan slide, a swing
at its highest point, and a railway train. This
latter, going about fifty miles an hour, was photographed in ‘003 of a second.
a

has introduced

*

a “ Prayer Book”

*

2

United States.

Next

am”

At the exhibition to be held in Japan this year,
there is to be a photographic department, open to
Japanese only. Mr. W. K. Burton writes that
a good display is anticipated.

Dealers, or from the Publishers,
Continental.

each.

*

*
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at sixpence
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A GERMAN

-at the following rates, post free :—
1zmonths
...
Singlecopies...

now be obtained

will contain the index for the past year.

camera, carrying twenty plates, 2in. square. It is
said to have a self-setting shutter and a device
for changing the plates.

Enlarger is issued on the rst of every month, price One
Penny, and may be obtained from all Newsvendors, Railway
News Stalls, Photographic

A FEW copies of Nos. 1 and 2 of this journal may

*®

Notices.
THE

Penny.

Nakaspima

a lantern

”

Matsucni,

exhibition

a

who

presided

at

at Tokyo, exhibited a series

of slides from negatives made with a wide angle
lens, to show the distortion that might be produced by its abuse.
One photograph represented
an enormous pair of feet, or rather boots, with
a long perspective of legs, and a very small head

and body apparently in the “middle distance
behind them”; another showed a jinrikisha and
fare, the jinrikisha man a giant filling up half the
picture, his fare apparently far in the distance,
the shafts preternaturally long; and another of
a man holding out a glass of beer at arm’s length,
the glass exaggerated to about the size of the man.
*

®

t

Gas cylinders in the United States are not charged
to the extent that they are in this country.
three hundred pounds on the square inch
charge usually adopted. ‘This is one-tenth
pressure that has been used on this side

Atlantic.

About
is the
of the
of the
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which should be a mixed gas one, with large bore..
In order to prevent anv leakage of the vapour
tion, Ilumination, Optics & Uses. through
the indiarubber tubes, a stout quality
should be employed.
CHAPTER
X.—MANAGEMENT
OF
A light (‘‘fairy” lamp) is allowed to burn in the
SCOTT’S
WARM
BATH
SATURATOR.
chamber I for about fifteen minutes before “lightAs previously mentioned, a flamc may be produced ing up,” so as to warm the saturator.
The oxygen supply is connected with C; A.
with oxygen, provided this gas is allowed to,
become charged witha hydro-carbon, which in the with the hydrogen side; and B with the oxygen
side of jet, or in the case of more than one lintern
saturator to be described is kept warm.
It may be
This apparatus consists of a stuffed reservoir, being used, with the dissolver.
advisable
to
connect
a
pumice
safety
tube
with A,
with which are connected three tubes ; a circular
and
on
this
side
also
the
tubing
should
be
tied on.
jacket of metal surrounds it, there being an air
When all is in readiness, the hydrogen side is
space between, kept supplied with warm air, communicating the heat to that part containing the turned on for two or three seconds before applying
a light, so as to dispel any air that may be in the
fluid with which the gas is to be charged.
Mr. Scott finds that the best fluid with which jet, then turn on oxygen, and adjust the supplies
to charge the saturator is gasoline, as with this, by the jet taps until the best result 1s obtained.
It is requisite that the cylinder be supplied with
little heat is necessary to produce a good light.
a
regulator,
as all adjustment of the light should
As gasoline is not only very inflammable, but
be
done
at
the
jet taps.
has a strong, penetrating and unpleasant smell, it
The
limes
should
be hard, and be placed very
is advisable, when filling the reservoir, to do so
close
to
the
nozzle
of
the
jet.
out of doors.
By
proper
attention
to
the details of manageWaving unscrewed the cap E (Fig. 37) and!
opened the taps, pour in, a little at a time, about a ment, the light produced will be found to be

The Magic Lantern: Its Construc-

exceedingly pure and brilliant, and yet of a very

pint of the spirit, which will, by capillary attraction
y

pleasing colour.
When the light is to be put out, first turn off
the vapour tap, then short!y afterwards that on the
oxygen side, but never cut off the supply from the
oxygen cylinder whilst there is a light at the jet.
This saturating apparatus may be used for
enriching ordinary house gas. In this case C is
connected with the supply, and A.with the gas jet,
' B being kept closed.
If a single lantern only is used, the saturator
may be charged with benzoline ; this has not the
strong odour of gasoline, but it requires more
heat, a small candle or a couple of fairy lights
being required to warm the saturator.

When gascline cannot be had, and dissolving.
I! being placed ‘views are required, methylated ether will give
at the lower portion of the apparatus prevents it excellent results, a single wick night-light beiny
used instead of the fairy light. Ether sometimes
from holding more than the stuffing will absorb.
Any little surplus is then drained out by tilting | does not give quite so brilliant a picture as gasothe saturator. The cap E is replaced, the taps line, not being suitable for use with large-bore
turned off, a cork inserted in A, and it is ready nipples ; but with ordinary smali-bore jets, there
is practically no difference in. the lighting powers
for use.
Perhaps the most convenient way is to hang it of the two fluids, a brilliancy of four hundred
rise and saturate the wool stuffing.

up behind the lantern, so that the shortest possible : candles being obtainable with. the aid of a cylinder

tubes can be used for the connections to the jet, ‘ of oxygen.
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LENSES.

For the Studio, the Field,
Detective and Lantern Work.
Send for Complete Catalogue to

Ww. CHAMBERS,

OPTICIAN, 3, FEATHERSTONE

NEWTON

OPTICAL
Detailed

&

MANUFACTURERS
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& SLIDES,

Of the Best Quality only.

Catalogue,

8d.

Scientific Instrument

Makers to H.M.

For Quality and Price Unequalled.

the

We

Queen, H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, and the Government.
Makers of J.anterns and Slides to the Scicnce and Art Department, the
Admiralty, the War
Department,
the Indian Government, Oxford and
Cambridge Universities,
the London School Boardand tho principal Societies.
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STREET,

THE

LONDON.

Chest. 1559.)

&

Co,,

Artists

HOLMESIDE,

Lanterns,
Photographic,

and

Lantern

Makers,

SUNDERI.AND.

Property.

Mr... C. STEVENS’ SALES RY AUCTION of Miscellaneous Property of cvery
wlesceiption take place nearly every Fxiday.
Lists for Cataloguea should be
sent ut Icast u week

before the sale.—38 King-st., Covent-gurden,

Hrice Medals,

Liverpool International E.chibition,
Photographic L.vhibition, \SS8.

London,

10s. 6d. per doz. Rackwork,4s.d.each
Speciality—Magnificent Biunial Lantern, with
massive brass front, moulded body and best
lenses throughout, £8 &s., us sold by other houses
at £12 12s.
Photographic Lenses in great variety. 1 plate Rapid
Wide angle
Rectilinear Lenses, with 6 diaphragms, 30s.
sume price; + plate, 42s.
Enlargirg Lenses all sizes.
‘Tripod Stand, 4s. 6d. 4 plate Camera and Lens, 16s. 6d.;

Slides,

Seientific, and Miscellaneous

\W.C

18S.

1 plate, 26s.

Proved superior to all others. See reports.
Conpressed Gas in Steel Cylinders on the premises.
AU requisites.

LANTERN
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to 49, Lord

Street,

&

SONS,

SPECIALISTS,

Liverpool.

GENERAL

Ustablished

ESTABLISHED

SALE,

MATEURS’
NEGATIVES
developed, printed on
A
Albumenized, Mat Surface or Aristotype Papers,
-enamelled, mounted,
&c, ; also Transparencies made.

Irvine,

\OUBLE PRICE will be paid for Nos. 1 and
2 ofthis

Journal, if sent to Taylor
Salisbury Square, London, E.C.

Brothers,

Dorset

Works,

Te oesnniy one Printing (Silver and Platinotype)
\X promptly and skilfully executed. Terms moderate.
—Address. WILFRED EMERY, 94, Droop-street, Harrowyoad, N.W.

‘

ANTED, SITUATION as LIME-LIGHT OPERATOR.
Can make gas (24d. per foot); use any

kind ofjet, ether, bag, or bottle, or to instruct

use of same.
always

N.B.—Triple

ready for use

& CO.,

AND

50

YEARS.

EXCHANGE.

\

TANTED. —TRIPLE
LANTERN
OPERATOR»
One used to working lime-light; also acquainted
with photography preferred.—KeNIG, 373, Edgware-road
Peddington.

care of the Publishers.

T

J. THEOBALD

7a, Bath Place, & 20, Churoh Streot,
Eeonsington, London, W.

1$48.

WANTS,

Every accessory in connection with Cameras

or Lanterns. Actual makers, not dealers. Detective Camera,
to carry 1 doz. plates, 35s.
Trade Supplied.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

ARCHER'S NEW OPTICAL LANTERNS.
ARCHER

sold over Halfa Million
Slides this Season,

The Beautiful Lithographic Lantern
Slides, well - coloured
in sets of
1 doz. (36 varieties), 6s. per doz.
slides.
Superior Comic Slipping,

EXPERIMENT.

Send 3 Negatives (any stze) to be made into
Lantern
Shdes; then compare them IN THE
LANTERN with any others on Gelatine or Dry
Plates,
We ask nothing more.
WILKINSON

LONDON, W.C.

LANTERNS, SLIDES. LENSES.

Co.,

OF

BUILDINGS, HIGH HOLBORN,

amateurs

in

or single lanterns, gas, &c.,

at a minutes

notice ; invaluable

Dreakdowns.—NorTON, 38, Marchinont-street,

for

London, W.C.

ISSOLVING

VIEWS

(Pair).—Mahogany

lanterns,

superior condensers, achromatic front lenses, rackwork

aujustinents, fitted with lime-lights, bag, retort, purifer, tubing,
&e.; property of an old professional ; trial given; £7, cost

£20; vargain.

Another pair, £5.—KG@NiG, Photographer,

373, Edgware-road, Paddington.

O AMATEURS.—Send

your Plates and Negatives to

R. J. Dusyin, The Studio, Gibbon Road, Kingstonon-Thames, to have them carefully Developed, Retouched,
and Printed.
Send for Price List.

HOLE Plate Studio Camera (American) with one
holder, and set of Kit frames.—G. 34, Grove Lane,
Denmark Hill, S.E.
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SATURATOR, 25/-,
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85/-,
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Oxygen only requircd—Coal-gas dispensed with.
Absolutely safe,
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Splendic light.
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Saturators
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SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

F.J.¢.,

Public Analyst.

Jets for Hire.

and

W.

Send for Catalogue of Specialties.
This “most useful instrument” leaves nothing to do
beyond inserting Negative at one end and Lantern Plate
Expose and Develop, and you will find it always in

correct focus, size, and

position.

Mary’s Street,
MANCHESTER

:

Prices complete, j-plate size, 12/6; }-plate, 15/-,
of the Patentee anc Manufacturer, ,
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Dark
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(Signed) ANDREW

SINGLE

5/- each;

“High School Laboratories, Stirling.
“Dear Sir,—I used the jet, Gasoline Saturator and oxygen cylinder
for limelight last night, and had all through the best illuminated «ise
I have ever scen (out of the Polytechnic in its best davs). No hitch,

Bargain

FREE

Catalogues and

FOR

14

Price Lists post-free on application.

STAMPS.

- Sketche Ss of Hospital ‘Life
By

HONNOR

MORTEN.

Svo. BOARDS.
CROWN
‘This is an interesting and useful little book witha modest name.
. F
Nurses will enjoy it, and if they are
sensible, will profit by it. Those who are not nurses, but who have cast longing eyes on
the nursing field, should

make a point of reading it.’—J/ospital.
“A book which it is a pleasure to read, so simply and earnestly is it written. Nor is it lacking in
humour and in
those touches of nature which give reality and vividness. Some of the sketches are pathetic (the death of “Lolo,” for

example, will bring tears to many gentle eyes); but most of them have the sing of cheerfulness,
which, strange
to say, appears to be the note of hospital life. The little book deserves, and should win, a wide success.”—
Graphic.
es
Is worth reading, and will pleasantly occupy a vacant hour, even leaving some food for after-thought.”
—British Medical Journal,
With 647 lilustrations.

HANDBOOK

Royal 8vo, leather binding, price 24s.

OF SURGERY.

2y pr. F. fsmarch.

An Entirely New Translation from the Third German Edition, by R. FARQUHAR
In his preface to this Edition the Author says:—“I have taken pains to make

surgery, and especially its technique, has made in recent years.

greatly facilitate the search for names,

articles, aad illustrations.

to the expense and were not cxccuted to my taste.

LONDON:

An

Index,

CURTIS, M.D,

use of the extracrdinary advances whick

which

is as complete as possible, will

I have oniitted all the coloured plates which

I have had woodcuts made instead.”

added
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Photoramic

Camera.

SOME time ago we alluded to the effects that could be
produced upon the screen by a number of consecutive

83

As soon, however, as the detent tooth attached to the

drum escapes through the slot in the pinion, the drum
makes a single revolution, and in so doing both removes

the exposed film from the screen, and, at the same time,

draws a loop of fresh film which has been gathering
into the exposed position, and, at the same time, passes
forward the exposed film into the form of another loop
appearance this camera is a box ofabout 9 in. square ; in readiness to be wound up on the winding roller.
a lens protrudes from one end, and a crank handle
“ The shutter is made in two portions, each provided
from the other. Each time the handle is turned, four with a slot, which in one position only allows the light
exposures are made on a prepared film, the film from the lens to pass, and it is only by this simultaneous
travelling along the requisite distance before the action of these two shutters that any action oflight on
shutter is opened for exposure.
The handle (see the film can take place. One portion of this shutter 1s
Figures 1 and 2) is connected with the main shaft, caused to revolve with a uniform motion, the other
which by suitable gearing pays off and re-winds the portion is worked by a rocker, or slide, actuated by a
sensitive film, the stock being contained on the upper cam ; to this latter portion of the shutter is attached a
spool. A suitable arrangement is provided for causing spring, with a tension screw to regulate its speed.”
Transparencies from negatives thus obtained are
the film to remain stationary during the momentary
space of time that the exposure is being made, which passed through two lanterns, supplied with suitable
(says the Photographic News) is the cleverest part mechanism for rapidly placing them in position. By a
of the invention.
‘<cut off” in the rays of light, the one picture is rapidly
“Immediately beyond the exposure screen, and merged into another, the change taking place during
between it and the up-winding roller, is an intermit- the moment in which the rays of light are cut off.
The capabilities of this apparatus were described in
tently-acting drum of such diameter or circumference
as that each other turn will take up and roll forward the November number of the Optical Magic Lantern
the exact amount of film required for each picture ; in Journal, under the heading of “A Startling Optical
and from that source was widely copied in the
passing this film forward, the drum also draws into Novelty,”
the exposure position a fresh length of film ready to daily and weekly papers, in this country and abroad.
be exposed. To effect this intermittent motion, the aforesaid drum
has a single, long escapement tooth,
which, when the drum is not in motion
rests on the cylindrical surface of a
slotted pinion, which gears into, and
is driven by, the main shaft with a
continuous motion. The slot in this
pinion is so arranged that once only
during each revolution of the pinion
does it allow the escape tooth to
pictures of ascene. We also mentioned that a camera

capable of making several exposures
had been devised by Mr. Friese Green.

each second
To outward

pass, and when this occurs, the drum,

under the action of a driving spring,
with which it is provided, makes one
full turn, when the escapement tooth,
coming round again, rests on the
cylindrical portion of the slotted
pinion as before. The spindle on
which the drum revolves also gears
into, and is driven with a uniform
motion from, the main shaft, and to
this shaft is attached the one end of

a coiled spring, the other end

of

which is fixed to the inner circumference of the drum itself. As the
spindle revolves, this spring winds up,
and, on the release of the escape
tooth and drum, the spring unwinds,
carrying both the drum and escape
tooth withit. Then the film is passed

forward between the winding and unwinding rollers at this point only,
with the necessary intermittent motion. The constant uniform motion
of the paying out spindle as it unwinds
causes a certain uniform length of
the film to pass forward toward the
exposure screen, when it collects into
a kind of loop in readiness for use.’

Fic, 2.
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Mr. A. Pringle on the Optical
Lantern.

lanterns and general apparatus.
This firm are now
fitting their cameras with an aluminium turntable,
which greatly reduces their weight.
W. F. Stanley exhibited amongst other photographic

AT a meeting of the Camera Club, held on March 6, necessities their portable dark room, and Ferrero’s
Mr. Pringle in a lecture on the Lantern explained the magnesium lamp for enlarging.
R. and J. Beck made a specialty of aluminium lens
optical system, the various burners and lights employed,
mounts ; these reduce the weight of a lens by one half,
the condenser, and other belongings.
Referring to the body ofthe lantern, he said that as whilst the cost is from 25.to 40 per cent. more than

its use was to hold the various parts in position, and
to exclude extrancous light, he considered that in the

the brass. Microscopes, washers, &c., were also included in their exhibit.
D. Noakes and Son had one of the most attractive

which packed up in a box about a foot square, and
formed a convenient hand package.
Although he had not tried all the forms of condensers,
he expressed the opinion that intending purchasers
could not go far wrong in purchasing one formed
of two plano-convex lenses. Relative to the diameter
it must be remembered that whilst a 34in. condenser

the key detective camera

majority of cases the body was made unnecessarily
bulky,
He exhibited a lantern with a gin. condenser,

stands, containing optical lanterns

of various

kinds,

with clip for securing it to a

stand, lenses, condensors, saturators, and a variety of
slides. One of the most interesting features was the
mounting

of lenses,

and

the

manufacture

of their

patent gas regulator, shown in actual operation by
workmen.
This regulator when attached to the jet
tubes forms a means of adjusting the supply of gas
During the evenings they
would cover a lantern slide with a circular mat, it with the greatest nicety.
would be necessary to use one ofa larger diameter for exhibited on a small screen several slides to show the
perfect registration of their dissolving lanterns.
;
cushion mats.
Theobald and Co. had operatives present showing
Specimens of limelight jets were shown, including
the oxy-calcium, blow-through, and mixed jet, also one the method of transferring lithographic slides from
paper to the glass. Slides were also being painted
which he had had specially constructed for his own
use ‘see Fig. 16 in September number of this journal). by hand, and were at dusk exhibited on a small screen.
A certain amount of inconvenience was caused when Numerous condeasors, }, 3, and } plate lenses of low
limes were not turned true, or the hole was not quite price, of which this firm are making a specialty, formed
Lanterns and all requisites in
in the centre, for when the lime was rotated it ne- a prominent feature.
cessitated the re-adjust ment of the distance between the connection with their use were also to be found in jet and the lime ; but in the case of a jet exhibited (see their display.
Several fine platinotype pictures were shown by the
Fig. 35, Feoruary number of this journal) this motion
of adjustment could be regulated from behind, without Platinotype Company.
B. J. Edwards and Company exhibited specimens of
the necessity for opening the lantern.
Noise or roaring of the jets was caused by certain prints and transparencies from negatives taken on
roughnesses or abrasions, or by the bends inthe piping isochromatic plates.
J..F. Shew and Company had a good display of
of the jet being too angular; and although two jets
might be constructed of the same pattern, it was quite their Eclipse cameras, stands, lamps, and enlargements

possible that one only would roar: it was a case of from photographs taken with their apparatus.
Taylor, Taylor, and Hobson had a supply of lenses
mechanical perfection in the manufacture.
He considered the gas bottle was by far the best ofall descriptions, including their casket lens, shutters,

means of keeping gas, as oxygen kept, ina bag had
been known to greatly deteriorate in a fewhours,
With
the foriner, however, it was desirable to have both a
gauge anda regulator.
Some better means of union
with the gas bottle would be required than that at

present employed—say the placing of a small lead
washer between the brass connections.
Scott’s new saturator and Broughton’s tank were
tried, the light given by the former being found to be
excessively brilliant, and ofa good colour.
For scientific purposes Mr. Pringle had recently had
new lanterns constructed by Messrs. J. Newton.
(See

page 85.)

10:

Crystal

Palace

Exhibition.

THE third annual Crystal Palace Exhibition

has just

drawn to a close, and although not on such an extensive scale as that oflast year, it was a success.
Transparencies were projected upon a 3oft. screen

each evening in the theatre, before large audiences.
The exhibitors of apparatus were few.

Watson and Son showed cameras, stands, enlarging

finders, &c.; also

the 2/27

camera, for which

they

are agents.
Plush and other frames were exhibited by Messrs.
Mander and Son.
Studio back-grounds
Sadler, and Holmes.

and accessories by Holmes,
;

Crouch and Company showed samples of picture
frames, of which they are makers.
A camera, which bears his name, was exhibited by
W. Scorer. The front contains two eccentric flanges,
or

discs,

one

within

the

other,

so

that

the

lens

can be moved to any desired position, thus enabling
two.or more pictures to be taken on one plate. The
camera is rotated by rack and pinion.
Sands and Hunter had a well-selected stock of
photographic apparatus, and a collection of photographs exposed with shutters of their make.
Some pretty frames and a selection of albums were
to be found on the stand of W. Luks.
Lenses, appliances, and an ingenious hand camera,
called the “ Presto,” were among the exhibits of Henry
Crouch (Limited).
Riley and Son exhibited a hand camera, in which
twelve plates were contained in sheaths, which were
fastened to an endless band. A knob, on being pushed
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forward, brought a plate into position, whilst when
pulled back made the exposure.
G. Houghton & Son had an exhibit of general apparatus. their leading feature being portable dark rooms.
_W. F. Slater had some samples of moulding on
view ; and Benham and Froud had a stand containing
the “ Perfection” dark room lamp.

A new style of photographic wrapper was shown by
Trevor and Co.
Some ingenious apparatus connected with the optical
lantern was displayed by A. & A. Clarkson, viz., duplex

regulator, which is a combination of two regulators,
which allows a full supply of gas to be maintained

Scientists’

Bi-unial

Lantern.

ON another page reference is made by Mr. Andrew
Pringle to a new form of lantern, made by Messrs.
Newton and Company, of Fleet-street, E.C. The
lantern,

which

has

been

constructed

for

scientific

lectures, consists of two separate lanterns fastened one
above the other.
Their fronts can be drawn apart from thecondensers,
so that space is provided for an electroscope or other
apparatus.
So as toenable the upper lantern to be used for

until the pressure at the inlet has decreased to one- objects which must be placed in a horizontal position,
third of an atmosphere.—A safety cuage, which is
filled with water, preventing the access of gas, which
enables it to be employed alternately for oxygen or
other gases without fear of danger.—A convenient
combination jet, which can by the movement of a

lever be converted either into 4 mixed or a blow
through jet. In the latter the lever, which is made

hollow, conveys the hydrogen supply to the lime.—-A
condenser and lime-light for use with the microscope,
which provides a beam of light either convergent,
Parallel, or divergent, as desired.—A
divisions, each to hold one

tube, and

tray containing

lime, which

slides

into a

is secured air-tight by a screw top.

By

this means any particular lime may be taken out without disturbing the others.
ay
On

a miscellaneous

stand, under the care

of Mr.

Wm. Cobb, were to be found walking-stick stands—
which were particularly applicable for use with hand
cameras—sent by W.R. Baker; Pearson and Denham’s reducing camera torlantern slides, the important
feature of this being that either the whole or part
ofa negative may be reduced. This firm also exhibited
a camera with a circular bellows.named the Circumbra,

which packs in small space. A. W. Scott's gasoline
Saturator was also on exhibition at this stand.
On the stall of Justin Brothers was a camera stand,

which folded up in the space of a few inches.

Each

leg is a spiral steel, which when extended, twisted, and
capped, forms arigidstand.
Sharp and Hitchmough’s |
display was a varied one, and included enlarging and it can be tilted at a right angle to the lower one, and
other cameras, including the 4pévs hand camera, still throw an image on the vertical screen, by reason
which, by its construction, can be used as a Detective, of a mirror which is attached toa
rod at the side of

or extended for use with a Jens of long focus, or con-

tracted for a wide angle lens.
This firm supply
cameras in parts, numbered, so as to be easily put
together by amateur mechanics.
20:

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.—
On 20th March the members and friends held their first ladies’:
social,
Although the association has becn in existence since i

1863, the experiment of a ladies’ evening had not been before

attempted.
‘The result, however, proved highly successful in
every way.
The first hour was devoted to an excellent
concert (vocal and instrumental), some of the leading local
amateurs kindly assisting.
During an interval refreshments

were served in the adjoining apartments, a pleasant feature,
giving the opportunity for an agreeable chat and social intercourse.
The entertainment concluded with the president’s
lecture on Norway.
This embraced one hundred and thirty
views taken last year by the lecturer, Mr. Paul Lange. Many

the lens
(See cut.)
Amongst many uses that will suggest themselves in
connection with a lantern placed horizontally is that of
being able to make a sketch on ground glass or other
suitable material.
‘0!

The

Optica! Lantern
Crystal Palace.

at the

THE lantern at the Crystal Palace was
success this year than on the two previous
was under the sole management of Mr. W.
Reigate. The lenses were made expressly

a greater
years.
It
Brooks, of
for him by

Messrs. Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, of Leicester, and
their performance leaves nothing to be desired. The
took place in the < Opera Theatre,
of the scenes depicted were hand camera exposures, giving : lantern exhibition
:
iy people of Norway. The J pictures S werevere the lantern being in the gallery facing the stage at
the daily life of the
shown ona 16ft. opaque screen with Messrs. Archer and a distance of r1oft. from the screen, which was opaque,
Sons’ large lantern and long focus (12in.) lenses.
so not the slightest ray of light was lost. The lenses
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are symmetrical in form, having only four reflecting
surfaces, give perfectly straight lines at the margins,
and the definition to the very corners of the immense
screen (which is 30ft. square) was truly marvellous.

The lenses have a very great depth of focus, and when
once focussed for the exhibition required no racking
in and out for every slide, as is very often the case
with many lenscs of the old form. There are very few
places where the lantern can be used on such a grand
scale; and it has several times been remarked that the
Crystal Palace ought to be the home of the lantern.
There was also another feature in this year’s exhibition, and that is the lime jets that are used, which is

due to Mr. Brooks, whereby the light in the lantern was
doubled, which is important when working at very
long distances. The heating power of the jet was so
powerful that in using the ordinary sized limes they
were rendered white hot almost round to the back.

Although some of the slides passed through the lantern

this year were

very dense, yet there was

scarcely a

slide but what this light has been able to penetrate.
There is another point which must not be overlooked,
and that is the gas arrangements.
The year before
last, cylinders were

used

near the

lantern, and

the

management thought it better to put up a pair of gasholders, which they have done immediately under the
stage (there are two floors below it), and iron pipes are
led from both gas-holders,
and two small stand pipes,
with nipples for India-rubber tubes, are just under
the table that supports the lantern in the gallery. The
pressure never varied throughout the exhibition, and
consequently the operator was relieved of anxiety.
Taking these lantern shows as a whole, the slides
are shown at their best. In these days of competitions,
and as the authorities have set the ball rolling by
offering a solid silver challenge cup in the picture
department, why not offer a substantial prize to be
competed for in a like manner by different clubs and
societies—say, of not less than a hundred slides?
And it would be to the interest of the management of
such clubs to weed out some of the poor stuff that is
now sent in as slides by individuals who have not the
slightest taste and no art feeling whatever.
PHOTO.

Lantern Slides

and Lantern

Slide

Making.
(Continued from page 76.)
ONE noticeable peculiarity about hydroquinone developed plates is that an opalescent deposit forms on
the film, supposed to be dueto sulphite of soda, which
will come offby rubbing the film over with a tuft of
absorbent cotton, after the plate is fixed and washed.
The ferrous oxalate developer, commonly known as
the zvon developer, has for a long time been regarded
as the standard for lantern slides on dry plates, and
when properly handled it does produce exquisite results. But itdoes not keep well after being mixed,
and rapidly deteriorates on exposure to the air. The
point most to be feared is the precipitation of the
ferric salt, by having too much iron in proportion to
the oxalate of potash. Two separate saturated solutions, one of sulphate of iron and one of oxalate of
potash, are made by dissolving each in hot water. The

iron is acidified with five drops of sulphuric acid to
each pint, while the neutral oxalate may be made acid
by adding oxalic acid until blue litmus paper is turned
red. To develop use :—
Oxalate of potash solution
6 ounces.

Iron solution

...

% tod of an ounce.

When the detail has appeared, if the development is
too slow, about 14 ounces more of the iron solution
may be added, which will increase the density.
It is
advisable, after fixing, to immerse the plate in a clearing bath of alum and citric acid.
We now come to a new developer, which will supersede all others for lantern slide making, as it gives to
the film a bluish black tone, very similar to the palladium or platinum tone usually given to wet plate slides.
I refer to “ Eikonogen.”
The proportions recommended are :—
Sulphite of soda
10 grains.
Eikonogen
...
ar
ea,
5 5

Carbonate of potash

...

sea,

2

Water

see

+.

I ounce.

ove

55

A developer thus made will develop rapidly from seven
to ten slides in succession, each of which will be absolutely clear glass in the high lights, and have in the
shadows a density so delicate that the light of the
optical lantern will bring out in fine relief all the details. The slides possess a richness in crispness and
sparkle that is seldom seen in wet plates. The
rapidity of the action of the developer may be retarded
by adding a few drops of a 1o-grain to the ounce solution of bromide of potassium. After the slides are
washed in changing water for half-an-hour, they should
be rubbed off with absorbent cotton, to remove any
floating particles that may have become attached to
the surface, and then set upto dry.
Mats for lantern
slides should vary in size and form with the subiect in
hand.
One method of making them is to have a number of different sized brass forms made, which may be

laid over the paper confined in a printing frame, and
then be cut out with a Robinson wheel cutter or a
penknife. From three to four mats may be cut out at
One time in this way. Another plan is to make special
dies out of clock spring or corset steel, by grinding
down one edge to a cutting edge, and bending the
strip around a wood form of the proper dimensions,
previously cut out, and holding the steel.in place by
suitable screws.
If the paper is made into several
folds, and is laid ona block with the end grain upward,
and the die inverted and hammered down through the
folded paper, two dozen or more mats may be cut out
very quickly.
Another mat used by members of the
Boston Camera Club has dotted lines printed on it,
intended to serve as guides for cutting out with a penknife.
The lines are made in proportion suitable to
mat reductions from 8 by Io, 5 by 8, 64 by 82, 4 by s,
and other sized negatives.
There seem to be several different ways of labelling
and marking slides; but the system adopted by the
American Lantern Slide Interchange appears to be
the simplest. After the cover glass is put on by the
usual gummed strip paper, holding the picture in its
natural position, the descriptive label is attached to
the right-hand side ofthe cover-glass, with the reading
matter facing inward, while the thumb label is placed
on the lower left-hand corner. The reason for this is
that as the slide is taken up and held between the
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IMPROVED

;

NEW

Mahogany Dark Slides;

HAND

me

v.

CAMERA.

«p1AMOND.”

The lightest, most compact, cheapest and best
Mahogany Slides ever made.

Takes twelve pictures, 33 by 2%, on ordinary
! dry plates, without recharging. Size of instrument

Quarter-plate, 4/6 each; 13/- for three.

| OMly sé by 3 by 34. Fitted with finder, rapid
| rectilinear lens always in focus, and time and znstan-

Lantern Size same price as {-plate.

Made

in all sizes, and fitted

LISTS
SLIDES

AND

TESTIMONIAL

ESTIMONI
DUT

for LANCASTER’S

TALBOT

to any

| faneous shutter.

Camera.

PRICE

:
ADS PRES

|

CAMERASin Stock.

& EAMER,

30/-, complete

in case and box of plates.

a,
of Work, 2 stamps.
Specimen
Send

for I!lustrated

Circular,

Press

Opinions,

and

full

particulars

Manovfacturers of Photographic Instruments, BLACKBURN.

IF YOU

WISH

TO

KNOW

1.—What focus of Iens is required to produce a certain size of disc, at a given distance;
2.—What size of disc can be produced by a Jens of given focus at a stated distance;

3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized dise with a lens of given
focus;

Send 13d. for a READY

TAYLOR

BROS., Dorset Works,

REFERENCE

Messrs.

TAYLOR
(Care of the

(post-free),

Salisbury Square, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

SUBSCRIPTION
To

TABLE

FORM.

BROTHERS,
Publishers, )

Dorset

Works,

Salisbury

Square,

Enclosed please ANd ccc.
send

E.C.
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FOV coors

months, Post-fV€€, COMMENCING

POST-FREE.
12 months

.

6,
Single Copies

wie
...
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1/6.

9.
12.
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ALFRED

UNDERHILL,

Dissolving

View

ping, and Skipping Slides. Transparencies produced from Customers’
own Negatives.
Enyravings, &c.
Slides Coloured, & Hand Paintings executed in first-class style.

EIFFEL

VILLAGE

PLACKSMI!
TH,

10 Slides, including 2 Effects.

TOWER SET. Views by Day, Night, Vower Illuminated,
Electric Light, and Coloured Fire Effect.
THE FORTH BRIDGE, by Day and Moonlight.

CATALOGUE

AND

PRICE

LIST

GRATIS

AND

POST

New things for this season--Paris

of

Arrangements have now been completed for continuing
the supply of this, the “ Finest Brand,” in small or large
quautities,
Cash

Orders

1 QUIRE
+
on

er

None

Genuine

LONDON.

YORK’S OPTICAL LANTERN

Users

READY SENSITIZED PAPER

FREE.

Address: 23a, Clarendon Rd., West Croydon, Surrey,
NEAR

all

SOLOMON’S

Artist,

Designer and Producer of Mottoes, Curtains, Comic Stories, Funny
Faces, Chromatropes, Photographic Effects, Mechanical, Lever, Sliji-

THE

To

SLIDES.

sent
Prices, Post

:

bs

unless supplied

the
Free :—

2

same

a8

is

direct

ae

trom

Day.

12s.
6s. 6d.

=

3s. 6a.

the only Proprietors—

E, ABENHEIM,

341, CAMDEN

ROAD, HOLLOWAY,

LONDON,

N.

Exhibition, South Africa (including

Diainund and Gold Mines), Isle of Wight, Ticket of Leave, Bunch
of Primroses and Magic Wand, by Sims, Marvellous Cure, Harry's
Donkey Ride, Look at the Cluck, Betsy and I are out, the Wreck of
tue Hesperus,

the

Village

Blacksmith,

a large number

of

Double

Comics called the Cutastrophe Series ; thesc are quite new and original.

WORK
&
SON,
87, LANCASTER
ROAD,
NOTTING
HILL,
a

THE

OPTICAL

MAGIC

LONDON,

W.

LANTERN JOURNAL MAY
FOLLOWING AGENTS.

LONDON.
E, W. Allen & Co., Ave Maria Lane, E.C.

(and all

wholesale news agents).
R. Abrahams, 81, Aldersgate Street, E.C.
American Camera Co., 93, Oxford Street, W.
R. & J. Beck, 68, Cornhill, E.C.

J. E, Brown, 26, Bowling Green Lane, E.C.

J.H.

Doublet, 11, Moorgate Street, E.C.

C. E. Elliott, 36, Jewin Street, E.C.
J. Fallowfield, 35 & 36, Lower Marsh, Lambeth.
.-°S. Fry & Co., 5, Chandos Street, Strand.
Hinton & Co,, 38, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.
Horn, Thornwaite & Wood, 416, Strand, W.C.
G. Houghton & Sons, 89, High Holborn, W.C.
E. Hart, 2, Market Terrace, Noel Park, N.

H. Hughes & Son, 59, Fenchurch Street, E.C.
Walter Lawley, 78, Farringdon Street, E.C.
James Mothersill, 6, Southampton Row, W.C.
i
i
60, Holloway Road, N.
Mawson & Swan, 33, Soho Square, W.
J. Orme & Co., 65, Barbican, E.C.
Photographic Artists & Co-operative Supply Association,

BE OBTAINED

FROM
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DUBLIN.
J. Robinson & Sons, 65, Grafton Street.
EDINBURGH.
W. Hume,

!, Lothian Street.

GLASGOW.
George Mason & Co., 180, Sauchiehall

McGhie
HULL.

St.

& Co., 75, St. Vincent Street.

C. P. Gibson, Chemist, 16, Whitefriarsgate.

| KEIGHLEY.
A.N, Kershaw, Corn Mill Bridge.
LEEDS.
Pearson & Denham, 5, New Station St.

LIVERPOOL.
Sharp & Hitchmouth, 101, Dale Strect.
DMIANCHESTER,

43, Charterhouse Square, E.C.
St. Bride’s Stores, 86 & 87, Fleet Street, E.C.
J. F. Shew & Co., 88, Newman St., W.
Sands and Hunter, 20, Cranbourne Street, W.C.
Walter Tyler, 48, Waterloo Road, S.W.
J. Werge, 114, Berners Street, W.

J.T. Chapman, Albert Square.
John Heywood,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
John Watson, 34, Granger Street.
SHEFFIELD.
The Sheffield Photographic and Fine Art Publishing

A. E. Wade, 1584, Walworth Road, S.E.
W. Watson & Sons, 313, High Holtorn, W.C.

STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

L. G. Wood, 74, Cheapside, E.C.

BIRMINGHAM.
S. Hulme, Exchange Buildings, New Street.
BURNLEY.
J. W. Wright, 141, St. James St.

CORE.
Wilkie and Son, King Street.
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W. Clarke, Hampton House, Cross Cheaping.

Co., 54, Westbar.

Fred. A, Graham, Albion Stores, Mill Lane.
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J.C.

Winn, 56, Lynn Street.

AMERICA.
The International News

Co., Duane

and at Toronto, and Montreal.

Street, New York,
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thumb and finger, with the thumb on the thumb label,

the description and name on the label on the other
end are very easily seen and read. Still holding the
slide with the thumb and finger it is at once pushed
into the slide carrier of the lantern, and appears correctly on the screen.
The cover glass should invariably go toward the condenscr of the lantern.
If the
plan described is used, there need be no mistake in
putting through a number of slides.—F. C. BEACH
(Read at Society of Amateur Photographers, N.Y.).

Experimenting with
Cylinders.

Oxygen

COMMENTING upon the recent explosion at Polmadie,
Photography says :—'* As the accident could not but

prove deleterious to the use of cylinders, and to remove
doubts on various points, the company thought it

advisable to subject the cylinders to an exhaustive
series of tests, so as to prove beyond dispute that they
are thoroughly adapted for the purpose of carrying the
gases, and capable of withstanding the most extreme
amount of rough usage to which they could possibly be
subjected during transit from place to place.
The
cylinders used are of different
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long by §}in. diameter, containing 17]b. liquefied carbonic acid gas, was also dropped crossways and vertically from the same height, and was afterwards flattened tothe extent of 1fin. by dropping the 6}cwt.
weight upon it, without injuring it otherwise than in
shape.
[Each of these tested cylinders were subsequently found to contain the full quantity of gas, and
to be perfectly sound.
Other experiments were of a
similar character, and were equally satisfactory.
A
ft. Gin. cylinder, weighing 107lb., including the con-

tents, was dropped four times across the iron block
from a height of 35ft., these trials producing a bend of
2iin.

It wasalso allowed to fall on its end, with little

perceptible result. A smaller cylinder was treated in
the same manner, and sustained no greater injury than

a few dents.”

‘Oo:

Editorial

Table.

We have received samples of coloured mats and bindings for lantern slides from Mr. A. R. Wormald, Sutton.
The adoption of bindings ofvarious colours for different.
sets of slides will be found of great convenience.
10

sizes, varying from 1ft.

Applications for Patenis.
long by 33in. diameter, to 6ft. 6in. long by slin.
diameter.
They are made of mild wrought steel gin.
in thickness, and before being used each cylinder is
No. 2444.—Feb. 14, Edward Keynes Furchase, “ Inysubjected to a hydraulic test of at least twice its work- provements connected with apparatus for displaying pictures
ing pressure, and is afterwards stamped with the by rotation.”
pressure

to which

it was

test, and the test mark.

subjected, the date

of the:

The cylinders are re-tested

30:

PHOTOGRAPHIC SocieTY OF IRELAND.—Duting
the
periodically, and, for the purposes of safety, the custom
past month ‘‘ The Optical Lantern’’ has been the subject
of the company has been to paint those for the different of two excellent demonstrations and lecturettes at the above
gases in distinctive colours, so as to avoid the danger society's meetings. The first was given by James Carson,
of mixing.
As a further precaution, every cylinder C.E., his subject being ‘‘’fhe Optical Lantern and How to:
which
is brought into the works after having Use It.”” The lecture was practical in every part; it was
been in use is at once emptied.
To make the illustrated by the lantern, the various parts and their uses.
recurrence of such a misfortune as the recent accident werc explaincd, including single and double lanterns, “ blow
absolutely impossible, it has been decided to adopt a through " and mixed gas jets, valves, gas pags and bottles,
left-handed thread for the valves on the hydrogen and method of testing gas as to purity, condition of limes and
coal gas cylinders, so that by no possible inadvertency how acted upon in certain conditions, the methods of centrecan they be filled at the oxygen pump.
A number of ing the light, both when one and two lanterns were used.
Several slides were put through the lanterns to illustrate the
experiments were made about ten days ago which points
touched upon.
Blackboard diagrams were used to
gave excellent results. A 6ft. 6in. cylinder, weighing illustrate the connections as made with the gas bottles, and
about Icwt., was twice raised to a height of 35ft., and to show the utility of the “bye pass.” When the following
dropped horizontally upon a solid iron block 12in. meeting was held, J. II. Ilargrave, C.E., gave a lecture and
square and weighirg 33cwt., each blow bending it to demonstration, taking the subject, ‘‘ Lantern slides and how
the extent of about jin. It was then dropped verti- they are made. ‘The lecturer directed attention to the various
cally on to its round end, having a clear fall of 31ft., plates now issued for lantern slide making ; these were dewhen it was found that the impact had only flattened scribed. He referred to the two methods usually resorted
a part of about the size of a penny piece. It was to: (1) contact, (2) reduction. In illustration of contact
next placed across the iron block, and an iron weight method, Mr. Hargrave made two slides during the evening,
of 6}cwt. dropped on to its centre from a height of and developed one with pyro, the other with hydroquinone,
35ft., the blow crushing in the side to the extent of He put upa slide showing the use of masks and binding.
slips, and referred to Wormald’s masks as supplying a long4 ofaninch.
The cylinder was subsequently placed felt want. Hughes’ metallic binding shield was shown and
on two iron blocks, set 4ft. 1in. apart, so as to support referred to. With regard to reduction the lecturer showed
the ends, and the same weight again let fall upon it from how at little expense the ordinary camera can be so fixed on
the same height, with the result that it was bent 4}in. a base-board and manipulated to reduce large sizes to the:
from the straight, but did not explode. Another cylinder regulation 3iin. by 3}in slide.
was afterwards tried in the same manner, with the ex10:
ception of the crushing blow, and in this case even a
CELLULOID lantern slides can easily be placed between two:
more satisfactory result was obtained, as it was bent pieces of nine ounce glass; this will keej it flat, prevent
to the extent of 7;;in. by the bending blow, and still ignition, and be of the usual thickness of a lantern slide.—
remained intact. A smaller cylinder, measuring 31in. Fas. Alex, Forrest.
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Notes

PLATEs developed with eikonogen are more liable to frill
than those developed with pyro.—F. P. Cembrano,
:
Iv is universally acknowledged that the lantern affords the

best means of entertaining both young
religious, moral and educational agent
of the widest usefulness, which fact was
the Archbishop of Canterbury.—£. 4.

and old, and that as a
it occupies a position
recently confirmed by
St.venson.

=

*

ETHER is perfectly safe if used in a properly made stuffed
Saturator, but to use it in an unstuffed tank is dangerous. I
have never heard of an accident caused by a stuffed saturator.
—Alb.rt W, Scott.
ze

*
ANYONE who can develop a negative can make a lantern

slide. Simply photograph the negative and develop the same
asa plate.—/. Dunn,
x

B. J, A.—The

and

marks upon the negative sent are caused

by the finger touching the film before development.
We
know of no means of removing them.
Ch. Pharis (New York) writes: “I have read in the
American Amateur Photographer a portion of an article by
Mr. Cole, which appeared in your journal, describing a convenient style of camera for making lantern transparencies.
Please send me journal containing the full description, as I
cannot get that number at the International News Company.

Also, where can I get a camera of this nature ready made?”
Answer.—The

1889.

article appeared

Mr. Walter

camera of this nature.
in our columns.

in our

issue

of October,

Griffiths, Birmingham, makes

a good

For prices, &c., see his advertisement

Constant Reader.—The followinz in‘ormation has been
sent to us :—“ Messrs. Wilkinson and Company, Holmside,
Sunderland, supply the frames, wood boxes, and all fittings
for making slides; Messrs.

*

a

Queries.

Theobald

and

Co., Bath-place,

Kensington, can supply boxes. outline slides for painting. and
frames for slipping slides ; Messrs. Kettle, 9. New Oxfordstreet, make the boxes asked for. Mr. Walter Tyler, 48.
Waterloo-road, S.W., can supply the wants.”
Dazley writes: “ The special sets named—such as ‘ Friendzt
*
THERE are. many photographic hooks that are now re- less Bob,’ ‘Peep Behind the Scenes,’ &c.—are copyright
garded as standard works that might be reviewed in photo- designs, and are not produced by several firms, but by one
- graphic clubs that would furnish excellent subjects for dis- who sell to dealers at a given price. The negatives are never
hired,” as suggested by “‘ Constant Reader.”
.cussion.—¥. B. Gardner.
LHitching.—The lime is evidently too soft ; better try a
es
i
AMMONIA can be used as the alkali with eikonogen de- harder variety.
L. Gorhikolf—Tie rubber tubing is probably rather large,
veloper, and I find it works beautifully.—/7. G. Piffard.
but
perhaps
if the end is tied on it, will answer the purpose.
*
®
*
It. A, R.—All your operations were correct ; but unless
THE aévantages of a stereoscopic outfit from an amateur’s you rub the glass with
powdered talc the print will not
point of view are compactness of apparatus, great certainty
come off. Try this, and tet us know if you succeed.
of producing a pleasure-giving result under disadvantageous
Broken Condenser.— Nothing short of a new lens. Any
circumstances, suitability for production of lantern slides, of our advertisers of lanterns
can replace
you; but we
direct suitability of apparatus for taking single pictures of cannot mention any one firm in preference ittoforanother.
artistic proportions and large enough for most amateurs.—
Disc.—We have mislaid name and address.
If you send
G. D. Macdougald.
it, we will forward you sketch of valve.
x
A. Benson.—Thanks for the paragraph relating to the
x
- THE making of lantern slides and transparencies is so
severe tests to which the oxygen cylinder was subjected.
pleasing and fascinating an employment that no amateur can
Well-wisher writes :‘* Please inform
where I can obtain
be said to have had his proper enjoyment of photography who duplicates of Mr. Muybridge's circular me
plates for the lantern,
has not tried it. No doubt the majority of lantern slides are so that I can illustrate the m»vements
ofcertain animals,”
made by contact with quarter plate negatives, and very satis- Ans.: We do not think they are in the market.
factory results can be obtained ; but just as a breadth, and
&.N.—From Riley Bros. Sce page 55.
softness, and superior artistic qualities are produced in an
Jas. S. Ruberts.—No.
We do not undertake to make
enlargement as compared with a contact print, so with a reConsult a dealer.
selections of slides for exhibition.
duction in the camera can the hardness of contact printing be
Reader.—Your querics are not very lucid; please repeat
avoided.—4. k. Wormald,
them in different form.
=

EIKONOGEN may be said to bea universal developer, since
it is capable of being used for the development of negatives
and bromide prints, and gives magnificent results when used
as a developer of lantern slides. Edward Weston,

I use the lantern in a college J conduct. It tells them in
twenty minutes, with astonishing clearness, the story of
history, travel, and the latest researches of science and religion.—fiv, C. H. Woolston.
x
a

THERE is something about photographs made by a person
possessed of regular art training that gives to them an artistic
value, and this fact is so evident and prevailing that it has
forced itself directly against the well known prejudice of
artists so strongly that there are now but few painters and
illustrators, even of the highest rank, that do not recognise it.
--K. A, Hetherington.
*

*

A LANTERN with a good and striking appearance goes a

long way with some audiences as to the success of entertaintainments, and

I have

large and elaborate

heard

it remarked

in the case ofa

lantern, ‘‘ Whata very »owerful instru-

ment that must be!"—G. &. Baker,
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THe
James’

LANTERN
Hall,

Sociery.—At

Restaurant,

on

a meeting

the 2oth

regulations drawn up by the committee

two

modifications,

held at St.

ult., the rules and

were, with one or

adopted ; and the following officers ap-

pointed for the ensuing year :—Chairman, the Hon. Slingsby
Bethell;

vice-chairman,

Mr. T. II. Holding ; secretary and

treasurer, Lieut. C. E. Gladstone, Northwood Hall, Rickmansworth, who with the following will form the council
—Messrs.
Croswell, Hall, Mackie, Maw. Sheppel, and

Shipton. Rule rg says,“ The annual subscription for town
members shall he one guinea, tovether with an entrance fee
of one guinea ; the annual subscription for country members,

residing outside a radius of 25 miles from Charing Cross,

shall be half-a-guinea,
guinea. All members
1890, shall be exempt
fee and subscription
September, 1891.”

together with an entrance fee of half-aelected on or befor2 30th September,
from any entrance fee. The entrance
shall free all members up to 3oth
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SUTER’S
APLANATIC LENSES

FOR DISPOSAL.—A GENUINE PHOTO BUS:NESS
At the Seaside, in full work ; average returns nearly £500; good prices

obtained; practically no opposition ; large house and shop; well-fitted
stucio: rent £60. Every investigation invited. Price €300, includes

everything except apparatus and furniture in house.— Full particulars
from E. GAEL, Exmoutn.

MAGIC LANTERNS & SLIDES.

ARE

WALTER

THE BEST FOR

ENLARGING

G. R. GOTZ, Sole Agent,

Best Quality —Lowest Prices—Prompt Dispatch.

19, Buckingham Street, Strand,

TYLER,

48, Waterloo Rd., London,
TELEPHONE 4848:

vil.

S.E.

LONDON,

W.C.-

Thomas’s “Pall Mall” Lantern Plate
North Lodge, Melton Mowbray, December 11th, 1889.

Dear Sirs,—My satisfaction with your Lantern Plates is unbounded.
excellent that with the quinol developer, a tyro need not fail in getting

Their

quality is so consummately

good slides.
Add two gross lanterns to my
Yours faithfully.

order in your hands for other plates.

To R. W. Thomas & Co.

WILLIAM

ADCOCK.

Rayapuram, Mdaras, 27th July, 1889.
Dear Sirs,—Mr. F. York was kind enough to send me a sample dozen of your Lantern Plates for trial, and
I have much pleasure in stating that in my opinion they are the most perfect Plates of their kind.
I do not think you exaggerate in the least in saying that Collodio-Bromide is superseded, for when one can
get such perfect Plates for 1s. a dozen, no one would think of going to the trouble of making Collodion Emulsion
with its uncertainty and worry.
I spoilt the first of the dozen purposely by giving different exposures on the two halves of the Plate to
ascertain their rapidity, but after that I got eleven very beautiful transparencies with the remainder of the dozen,
and since that I have used many dozens of your plates with the most gratifying success.
I have had some thirty
dozen out, and find they keep exceedingly well in this climate, for I used some that had been in a cardboard box some
four months and they were perfect as at first.
Yours faithfully,
Messrs. R. W. Thomas & Co., London.
FRED DUNSTERVILLE.

Thomas's Lantern Plates give all colours without Toning, and are warranted to keep
indefinitely ; in these respects especially they challenge any other make to comparison,

Lantern

Plates,

on

Thin
OF

Glass,
ALL

3}in.

by

3}in., 1s. per

dozen.

DEALERS.

R. W. THOMAS& GO., LIMITED,
10,
Awarded

the

PALL
Certificate

MALL,
at

Crystal

Palace Exhibition for Optical Lanterns,
also for Enlarging Apparatus,

D. Noakes & Son,
Inventors, Fatentecs & Makers of

Improved Lantern Apparatus,
Also “INVICTA” Photo Lenses,

Cameras & Enlarging Apparatus,

BILLINGSGATE STREET,
Greenwich, London,
Telephone suzy.
Every improvement in our Apparatus suggested
experience, Mr C. Locxr and Mr. D. W. Noakes,

Hours

S.E.
till 6.

by long personal
two principals of

the firm, having personally operated at 5,000 Exhibitions

Catalogues

on Application.

LONDON,

S.W:

WRAY’S
Are now

IRIS

LENSES
fitted

with

DIAPHRAGMS,
When required, ata small additional cost.

A MEDAL

has been awarded

for these LENSES,

at the Dundee and East of Scotland

PHOTOGRAPHIC
February,

EXHIBITION,
1888.

W. WRAY, OPTICIAN,
North

Hill,

Highgate,

London,

Prices and Illustrated Catalogue

for Stamp,

N.

vill.
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THE

MAWSON

Lantern Plate
Is specially manufactured

i”

production

PLATE
1S SPECIALLY

work.

MADE
fi

a

ccco
4)

of Transparencies.

The

according

tones

to

Shadows

Varnishes, Cover Glasses, Paper
and all Requisites.

can

be

Developer

for Brilliancy

if i

iy an

Solutions,

the

There is nothing to equal ut for this

" :

Developing

for

and

varied

used, and

Clearness

in

it is unsurpassed.

Masks

and

Binders

MAWSON & SWAN,
33, Soho Square. London; & Mosley Street, Newcastle-on- Tyne.
The “C.P.8.” “PERFECTION” LECTURERS’ READING
A New and Improved Registered Design.
The

LAMP.

i
i

following are its ADVANTAGES :—
(!) It possesses a vegudating Revi.ecrine SCREEN, Which throws a perfect light over a

large or small surface.

(2) An outside Fupply tube, readily filled oremptied,

without soiling

the hands, avoids the oily and sooty Condition coinmen to Reading Lamps.
(3) May be
used as a Cuadle Lamp. (4) Hasa light-excluding and ventilating chimney, (3) A nuBY
SIGNAL, or, if desired, a s/enad dedd in addition.
(Wy The inside is brizght metal, and free from
the oflensive odour of scorched paint.

PRICE OF LAMP, with Candle adapter included, 10s. 6d.
If with SIGNAL BELL, lls. 6d.
(Per Post, including Box, Is. 6d.)
Mr, Cumauns, Late Lecture: to the Sheffield Band of Hope Union, says:—" It is quite a comfort to use it,
Mr, Samvucc S. Fox, another experienced

Lecturer, of Manchester,

after receiving

one,

says :— "tL ian

be pleased to send you a testimonial ifyou will accept one fro ine.’

J. PRESTON
4, HIGH

(ounteyZi°preston)» Manufacturer,
STREET, SHEFFIELD.
Recistered

The “ UNIT” Detective

Hand

Camera.

(Patent applied for.)

Photographic Apparatus
Makers.

The only Camera with absolutely ““One Movement”
only.
12 Quarter Plates.
Lime or Instantaneous

Tho Best and Chcapest House for
High-Class Lanterns ond Slidcs.
Lime Light and Mineral Oi] adapted.
&6 8 speciality.
Patent Triple Rach: Lanterns aml Patent

Exposures.

Marvel of Simplicity.
See it and decide for yourself.
Fitted with Acro View Lens

Adjustable Telescopic Draic Lyves.

Liunials from £6. Full-Size Single
Lanterns, 4-in. Condonscrs,
»

working f/11, complete,

£210

W.H. HUMPHRIES & Co.
Show Rooms:—

Islington, N.

Omnibases and Trams from all parts.

& SON,

pass the door.

2, Upper Menton Street,
London,

Printed and Published

forthe

Projrictors by

1s. per dozen

<68, Upper Street,

0

Commnereial

from 30s.
Lend Slidos in any quantity at

Cataloques Lost "Prec.

Ditto, with Rapid Rectilinear Lens, working f/S,
and 2 view finders.

T. RILKY

Wo

;

O

£310

No. 44441.

MagicLantern, Dissolving View

Road,

E.

Wuoonronp

Telegraphic Address :—

“Woctmeter,” LONDON.
Factory :—

:

{

Elford
Fawcetr

Road, Drayton

& Co., Dorset Works, Salisbury Square, E.C,

Park, N.

aF
e
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